New to the 2016 State Fair Book

- **Section C** – Class No.2. POSTERS AND 3-DIMENSIONAL DISPLAYS – All exhibits must include a written summary to help evaluator understand purpose and/or outcome. (Evaluator said the summary was missing from many exhibits so wanted it highlighted)

- **Section D** – Consumer and Family Sciences – Here are the major changes to this section.
  - **Section DA** – Food and Nutrition – as per Jennifer Jensen clarified guidelines into General Guidelines and Preparing the Entry
  - **Section DB** – Fine Arts and Fine Crafts
    - Ceramics have been added back here rather than in Hobby Crafts. While beginning jewelry has been put in Hobby Crafts and only original jewelry or jewelry exhibits made with purchased materials using more creative and intricate forms to string the beads should be put in Fine Crafts.
  - **Section DC** – Hobby Crafts and Home Environment
    - HOBBY CRAFTS (redid this whole section to open up this class)
    - 1. CRAFTS - Exhibits are based on projects that focus on a particular topic area and specific learning goals over a period of time. An exhibit can be made from a commercial kit or pattern. This gives a youth the chance to explore new craft areas.
    - If an exhibit takes a short time, multiple items may be exhibited and displayed nicely to create one exhibit.
      - Craft Kit – Used a commercially available kit to explore a new area.
      - Craft Non-Kit – Purchased all the supplies for this exhibit separately.
      - *NEW* Recycled Craft - items made, remodeled or renovated from recycled material example: picture framed covered in seashells, sculpture made from recycled plastic bags. Please include where the recycle material came from on Exhibit Entry Statement.

- **Section JA** – Wood Science – NEW CLASSES
  - **Class 4** – Reclaimed Lumber – Must state origin of lumber/wood used. Project will be evaluated according to woodworking standards.
  - **Class 5** – Recycled Wood Projects - made from pre-existing items made into a new useable form. (ex: a bed headboard into a bench). Project will be evaluated according to woodworking standards.

Please contact Pam Castro at pac11@cornell.edu if you need the complete wording for any of theses changes in the state fair book or have any questions about these changes.